Designing a new indoor herb
gardening system that offers
fresh and dried herbs on
demand with zero hassle.
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Design a new indoor, herb gardening
system that offers fresh & dry herbs
on demand with zero hassle...
With the uprise of people living in urban
environments, finding time and space to take
care of an indoor garden has become
increasingly difficult. Our goal is to design a
new indoor herb gardening system that offers
fresh and dried herbs on demand with zero
hassle, while retaining and celebrating the
traditional horticulture methods. There are
certainly current smart herb growing systems
on the market such as click and grow and
aerogarden, but the issue with these products
is they only allow for fresh herbs and also have
a very sterile white plastic and emotionally
disconnected look to them. We hope to
promote mental well-being by bringing back
that emotional connection with gardening
while providing an effortless growing
experience. Spices and herbs play a key role in
the cooking process, whether it may be a

professional chef’s work or that of an amateur
cook. The main issue here is that herbs are hard
to maintain. They also grow quickly and people
often cannot use them fast enough and end
up having to throw them away. In addition to
growing herbs, trimming, drying and crushing
the excess leaves is an important part of the
growing process. Furthermore, fresh and dry
herbs all have their own value and are
sometimes needed at different times for

different dishes. We see a need for addressing
the urban home and living, amateur culinary
market with a new line of indoor herb garden
pods that offer fresh and dried herbs on
demand with zero hassle while retaining and
celebrating the traditional horticulture
methods. We hope to promote mental wellbeing through a streamlined indoor herb
gardening experience. Our aim is for this line
of products to fit seamlessly into the kitchen
environment as a standalone and a collection
while maintaining a certain aesthetic to brighten
up the room, and while evoking a feeling of
comfort through form and materiality.

...while retaining and celebrating the
traditional horticulture methods.
1
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“ modularity ”

“ zero hassle ”
We wanted to better understand the herb
growing process, so we decided to experience
the process first hand. We bought our own
herbs, grew them, experimented with different
ways of drying them including hanging and
spreading out, and also tried to grind them
up using various tools. We wanted to create
a better. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet amet
ipsum dolor plant create Urthy. We wanted
to create a better. To further our research, we
also looked at different types of herbs and how
they are best grown based on water and light

“ connection ”
We also investigated the psychology of
gardening and horticulture therapy in which
we found out that gardening has numerous
benefits has on mental health, one of them
being a way to cope with anxiety and stress.
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We understood that people have very
different kitchens with different layouts and
space issues to we considered modularity
and customization. We took this further by
thinking of connect lego products that are the
epitome of customization. And since we also
have two very different kind of user groups,
we wanted our product to be versatile and
provide users the opportunity to customize
their purchase based on their needs. Our
product line includes 5 basic products – a
customizable frame, a smart pot for fresh and
dry herb storage, a grinder, a smart helper,
and a storage piece for the grinder and other
kitchen or plant care items.

“ maintenance ”
We also understood that there are many
other similar products on the market such
as Click and Grow that are very good at
keeping plants alive. We did not want to
compete with systems that exist just to keep
platns alive, potentially for cooking purposes.
Instead, we wanted our system to be a garden
that gets cared for. As a result, we had to be
very careful about the kind and level of
maintenance we were willing to offer.
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1. Development

We wanted to better understand the herb
growing process, so we decided to experience
the process first hand. We bought our own
herbs, grew them, experimented with different
ways of drying them including hanging and
spreading out, and also tried to grind them up
using various tools. To further our research, we
also looked at different types of herbs and how
they are best grown. We learnt the difference
between wet and dry herbs; wet herbs need
more water. We also investigated the
psychology of gardening and horticulture
therapy in which we found out that gardening
has numerous benefits on mental health, one
of them being a way to cope with anxiety and
moderate stress.

Growing Process
We began by developing the
project ideation further. This
included conducting research
to understand whether we had
a big enough market to cater
to, and if this was a feasible
enough concept to move
forward with.
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We conducted interviews and
sent out a sruvey to receive
user feedback on the kinds
of difficulties they have with
growing herbs and what they
do to alleviate these
difficulties. We were very
interested in the kinds of
herbs people grew and how
that related to the kind of
setting they lived in.
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7 Steps...
We broke down the growing and maintenance process
into 7 main steps- planting, upkeep, trimming,
harvesting, drying, grinding and storing. We then
listed the different stresses, tools and emotions that
came with each step. We used this to select specific
stages in the process that we felt we could design for.

Step by Step
We selected four steps to focus on- upkeep,
drying, grinding and storing. We decided to not
focus on the rest because we wanted to
celebrate the traditional horticultural methods

and retain the emotional connection between
the plants and the users. We felt that the
remaining stages also had enough of an emotive
connection about them and we did not want
to interfere. Instead, we decided to focus on
the fresh and dry aspect of herb growing and a
seamless combination of the two.
↑

↑

Urthy garden in a kitchen setting.
We wanted the stages we picked
to make it easy to make a product
that fits seamlessly in the kitchen.

Image displays the upkeep
process, which includes watering
and lighting. Urthy needed to
offer both forms of maintenance.
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The User
We conducted a survey and did interviews
to understand people that grow herbs and
based on our responses we developed two user
groups. We decided to split our users into two
segments- experienced herb planters who face
pain points such as ease of growing, and
amateur herb planters who face pain points
such as guidance and reminders for upkeep.

Business Goals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Streamline the herb growing,
maintaining, using, drying, grinding and
storing processes
Bring back traditional horticulture
methods into indoor gardening.
Promote mental well-being through indoor
herb gardening.
Understand the individual appeals of both
fresh and dry herbs.
Inject more emotional attachments into
the user’s interaction with the gardening
tools and growing processes.

Experienced Planters:
People who are experienced with the tradition
methods of growing herbs but suffer from
multiple pain points throughout the
horticultural process.

Amateur Planters:
People who have never planted before but wish
to do so without relying on smart herb
growing technologies.
Once we had a strong
understanding of our user
focus group along with their
needs, we were able to
develop a list of business goals
we wanted to achieve with
our product. The main focus
was to streamline the herb
growing, maintaining, drying,
grinding and storing
processes with zero hassle.
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Meet Rose Mary

Meet Percy Lee

Experienced Planter

Amateur Planter

For our experienced planter we have Rose Mary
who is a 40 years old mom with two kids living in
Queens. She started growing herbs after her son was
diagnosed with down syndrome. She hopes that gardening with her son will comfort him and help him
learn to interact with other living things. We

created a journey map for Rose to understand more
pain points- we identified issues like forgetting
to trim herbs, dead bits of plants, and difficulty
finding enough space to dry herbs and ways to grind
them. Most of her problems included issues that

For our amateur growers we have Percy Lee who is a
24 years old newly graduate living in Korea who
suffers from anxiety. He is a newly graduate and
works as a full time accountant in Seoul. He lives
alone in a studio apartment and suffers from
anxiety. He has been advised by his therapist to
start taking care of plants to help reduce stress and
improve his mental well-being. We also created a
journey map for Percy to come up with pain pointssome of which included issues repotting plants,
appropriate drainage, and issues with adequate
watering and sunlight.

arise despite of routine care. Some of which
include drying herbs at the right time and
storing them the right way. We wanted to find a
minimally intrusive way to solve this.

We understood that amateur and experienced
herb planters made up a very large target
audience, so we came up with these personas to
create specific ages to target. This meant that
we were targetting expereinced planters in their
40s as well as amateur planters in their early
to late 20s. We wanted our product to stand
out from existing products on the market by
providing a helpful growing experience without
interfering too much in the process. We did not
want to take away the emotional connection
that plant growers have been known to develop
with their gardens. Aside from the user, we
decided to focus on urban settings where people
tend to have small indoor gardens.
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We wish to do so while
retaining and celebrating
the traditional horticulture
methods. We hope to promote
mental well-being through a
streamlined indoor herb
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Statement

Sucess Factors

Spices and herbs play a key role in the cooking
process, whether it may be a professional chef’s
work or that of an amateur cook. The main
issue here is that herbs are hard to maintain.
They also grow quickly and people often cannot
use them fast enough and end up having to
throw them away. In addition to growing herbs,
trimming, drying and crushing the excess leaves
is an important part of the growing process.
Furthermore, fresh and dry herbs all have their
own value and are sometimes needed at
different times for different dishes. We see a
need for addressing the urban home and living,
amateur culinary market with a new line of
indoor herb garden pods that offer fresh and
dried herbs on demand with zero hassle.

Our aim is for this line of products is to fit
seamlessly into the kitchen environment as a
standalone and a collection while
maintaining a certain aesthetic to brighten
up the room, and while evoking a feeling of
comfort through form and materiality. We
define and measure product success through
multiple factors. Some of which include
people finding it easier to grow and maintain
herbs, people understanding the value of dry
and fresh herbs, people no longer wasting
extra herbs, people finding that the product
evokes a feeling of “home” and comfort, a
healthier lifestyle where people are excited
to cook for themselves, and if people have a
platform to reduce stress and improve mental
well-being over the long term.

gardening experience.
Overall, we aim to inject more
emotional connection into
the user’s interaction with the
gardening tools and processes.
Our line of products will
consist of a modular herb
growing product that could
either be installed on a
surface, hung, or wall
mounted based on need.

We wanted to create independent familiarity
through sensory perception. We realized that
many people associate home with specific
comforting smells and we wanted to hold onto
that. We aim to streamline the urban
gardening process through various marketing
elements that our product will have. These
elements will ensure efficient growing and easy
maintenance for our user. Our aim is to add
to a healthy, culinarily independent lifestyle
for people who are busy but still want to make
time to eat healthy and live a balanced life.
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We started off the functional concepts phase
by creating blue sky sketches of planters. Blue
sky sketches are concepts that do not consider
financial contraints, materiality or scale. The
goal here is to imagine absolutely anything and
put it down onto paper. We were inspired by
exisiting smart gardens like Click and Grown
and Aerogarden. A lot of our ideas were things
that could be wall mounted, surface standing
or hung. We also drew out concepts that could
house multiple herbs and potentially cater to
their individual needs. We also paid close
attention to the water and light features. We
thought of transparent elements that could
show water flowing through the system. We also
considered light positioning that would reach
the plants in the best way possible.

2. Function
Blue Sky Ideation
The functional concepts stage
was all about looking at how
we wanted the product to feel
and the different mechanisms
we could include. This was
where we researched existing
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products to see if there were
specific elements we could
incorporate into our own
product. This stage included
sketching and sketch
modeling. We focused less on
refined ideas, and more on
cranking out as many concepts
as possibilities that we could
later look at and pick apart.
This is a very important stage.

16
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Functional Concepts

Mechanisms + Tools

We made some basic models based on actions we
were interested by such as twisting, turning, lifting
and pulling. We wanted this to be a hands on
process. We worked on siz main actions- turning,
lifting, twisting, pulling, turning and sliding. We
made quick carboard models to illustrate these
actions and presented them to users to find out

We looked at different tools and mechanisms that
already existed to figure out the feasibility of our
ideas. We looked at regular garden tools such as
shovels, trays, scissors and knives. We also looked

which ones were the most satisfying. The goal here
was not to create full scale models or even think
about what our final product would look like.
Instead we only focused on what it felt like.

at grinding mechanisms on Amazon. There were
mini grinders available that are usually used for
grinding up weed or tobacco. Regardless, these
grinders gave us a very good idea of how to create a
handheld grinder for herbs. We also looked at tools
such as trays that would make it easier to dry herbs
as quickly as possible.
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In order to create form concepts, we first
needed to figure out the kind of aesthetic we
were interested in moving forward with. We
considered many options such as modern,
architecturally driven, or sleek green design. We
eventually decided on three aesthetic categories
to sketch for- modern and techy, earthy and organic,
and urban and green living. We believed that
these categories were different enough for
us to create unique concepts with powerful
aesthetics. We conducted research my lookign
through pinterest boards and google images to
find landscape products that suited the look.
We then looked at these images to influence our
sketches. Some images included pieces of
architecture, interior design and products.

3. Form
Earthy / Urban / Modern
We then went into form
concepts to decide on the
kind of aesthetic we wanted
our product to have. As
mentioned earlier, we wanted
to move away from the white
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sterile aesthetic that current
products on the market have.
So we decided on three potential aesthetic categories and
sketched concepts based on
them. These categories were
modern and techy, earthy and
organic, and urban and green
living. Urthy is a combination
of earthy + organic and urban
+ green living.
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Earthy + Organic
“from the earth”
Kanika is a responsible girl and she has a cat.volore comnita
tionest, aut del ipsunti oreicab ilit rersped quide acium
fugia cone magnist lit autemque conseque ius arcim et adigendest faceaque ne volorer chilitam quo il iusciis sitiasimil
magnita evellup tatusap icimagn imodite nus doloreiciae
diti a corum aut evendio. Nam dolorio. Git plaborion pariteste enis conet laborisquos res volorepudit quiberum natur
audaeste porum, num quatiae. Vit es aces dolo quis eturi doluptat. Perspie ndebit, quatem evero odisciu sandand elendel
lantias es aut ma adioriandit, qui doluptatas ea id mincte
ma parunt quodio experup tiossim oluptur a cusamus, soles
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Modern + Techy
“smart”
Kanika is a responsible girl and she has a cat.volore comnita
tionest, aut del ipsunti oreicab ilit rersped quide acium
fugia cone magnist lit autemque conseque ius arcim et adigendest faceaque ne volorer chilitam quo il iusciis sitiasimil
magnita evellup tatusap icimagn imodite nus doloreiciae
diti a corum aut evendio. Nam dolorio. Git plaborion pariteste enis conet laborisquos res volorepudit quiberum natur
audaeste porum, num quatiae. Vit es aces dolo quis eturi doluptat. Perspie ndebit, quatem evero odisciu sandand elendel
lantias es aut ma adioriandit, qui doluptatas ea id mincte
ma parunt quodio experup tiossim oluptur a cusamus, soles
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Urban + Green Living
“sustainable design”
Kanika is a responsible girl and she has a cat.volore comnita
tionest, aut del ipsunti oreicab ilit rersped quide acium fugia
cone magnist lit autemque conseque ius arcim et adigendest
faceaque ne volorer chilitam quo il iusciis sitiasimil magnita
evellup tatusap icimagn imodite nus doloreiciae diti a corum
aut evendio. Nam dolorio. Git plaborion pariteste enis conet
laborisquos res volorepudit quiberum natur audaeste porum,
num quatiae. Vit es aces dolo quis eturi doluptat. Perspie
ndebit, quatem evero odisciu sandand elendel lantias es
aut ma adioriandit, qui doluptatas ea id mincte ma parunt
quodio experup tiossim oluptur a cusamus, soles derferum
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Concepts
We drew concepts for each of the three aesthetics we
were considering. We produced a page of sketches
each, which resulted in two per category. We then
brough these ideas together and compared them.

First we have earthy and organic where our
focus was from the earth. We focused on more
ceramic and loose forms like looked more natural. The second category we had was modern
and techy, where we focused on the simplicity
of the forms and how they incorporate various

smart components into them. The third
category was urban and green living where our
focus was space optimization. We definitely
wanted to think about how our product would
seamlessly fit into the kitchen environment
without taking too much space. This aesthetic
was all about natural looks with a sustainable
approach. Our sketches made sure to take these
aesthetics very closely into account. It was
sometimes challenging to incorporate certain
unrelated terms into a smart planter conept.

↑

↑

Close up of some of the sketches.
These sketches were for the urban
and green living category. We
looked at asymetry and stacking.

Lighting concepts that we looked
at when conductign research and
sketching out ideas. We were
interested in light positioning.
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Material Study
We conducted a material study to understand
materials that we were more interested in. We
looked at combinations of wood, metal, glass,
ceramics, and light. It was interesting to see
how materials fit together. After some peer
feedback and our own brainstorming, we decided to focus on an aesthetic that was a cross
between earthy and urban.

Model Making
From our concept sketches, we created several full
scale and miniature models to better understand
human interactions with different forms. These
models were generally made of bristol board paper
and simple barbeque sticks. The goal was to create
minimal, neat models in the second phase of model
making. These models considered aesthetic more
than function. We used plastic to create transparent
elements- we were intrigued by the play on light
when using transparency, and differen features we
could include inside. The models included stacked
concepts, multi-tiered, hexagonal, cylindrical, and
asymetrical concepts.
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Earthy
We definitely wanted to maintain the earthy
aeshetic so our product fit well into the
kitchen. We did not want it to look sterile and
this was the best way to do this.

Urban
Urban was all about space optimization, so
this was the best aesthetic for us to focus on
when it came to modularity.
Some of our miniature models
were very interesting to work
with because they were quick
to build and had an iterative
way about them. Most of our
miniature models included
modular concepts that could
easily be customized. We used
toothpicks to stack pots and
plasticine balls to represent
individual elements.
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4. Breakthrough

We understood that people have very different
kitchens with different layouts and space issues
so we considered modularity and customization.
We took this further by thinking of connect
lego products that are the epitome of customization.
And since we also have two very different kind
of user groups, we wanted our product to be
versatile and provide users the opportunity to
customize their purchase based on their needs.
We looked at very different kitchens. It was one
thing to design for the ideal, spacious kitchen,
and another thing entirely to design for small
kitchens that have minimal space for new
appliances. We considered cities like Manhattan
where people usually have small kitchens with
the bare essentials.

Build for your Kitchen
After countless discussions,
sketches and models, we had
a big breakthrough that really
gave us the clarity on what
we wanted our product line
to be. Our breaktrhough was
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all about understanding
different types of kitchens
and how these differences
often dictate product design
contraints. We understood
that people have very different
kitchens with different layouts
and space issues so we
considered modularity and
customization. We wanted
people to be able to build
their solution.
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Models Phase 3

Clear Concepts
We then came up with refined concept sketches. These were sketches that we did once we had
a better idea of the different products in our
product lines. These were alos made to take our
breakthrough with kitchen design very closely into
account. It was very important for us to redesign

Our final model making stage before the final model
was to make full scale models that people would be
able to interact with. We made all of the product
components, including the frame, pot, grinder,
smart helper and storage. We were still unsure about
the pot and smart helper designs, so we made multiple
options and combined them onto frames to see
which ones looked the best. We designed the smart
helper models to have tin clippers on their side so
we would be able to clip them onto the frame easily
and move them around. We found ourselves more
drawn towards smart helpers that could be placed
next to each other to form a longer element. We
used fake plants to make the models look realistic.

our concept based on what our different users’
kitchens might look like. Some of our refined concepts were very simple toothpick and clay models
that quickly illustrated different assemblies. We
were inspired by connect toys that make it easy
to switch around elements without disturbing the
main components. We also sketched our different
pot ideas. We were unsure of what the general shape
should be. Therefore, we considered many.

Our frame was made out of scrap PVC pipes.
This was to be able to communicate the playful,
building aesthetic we liked. Testers were able to
take the models apart and build it back together to their liking. We made the pots by carving
into blue foam and sticking the pieces onto the
frame. One of the biggest issues that emerged
was that added weight to the pots caused them
to sink lower rather than remain upright.
Therefore, we realized that we would need to
incorporate indents into the frame to provide
more surface area to attach the pots. We also
considered a magnetic feature so components could
be easily attached and removed. We looked at
mainline power tracks.

33
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When selecting testers, we
made sure to talk to people of
different age groups and
occupations that would view
the product differently. Our
most useful feedback came
from fellow students who
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User Feedback

Refined Idea

We then turned to user feedback to take our
concept further. Some things that were
mentioned included the need for a flat bottom
pot so it could sit on a surface, issues with
water spillage and obstruction of plant growth.
Other things that were mentioned included
the need ofr an extra section of the pot to
collect water, the need for misting as a good
addition to the water feature, concerns with
plant growth height, and that a transparent
hydroponic section would look to mucky. We
took our user feedback very seriously and made
sure to ask our users to elaborate on as many
concerns as possible. We urged our testers to
interact with our models so they could talk
about feeling and any other “hands-on” issues.

These are the digital sketches that we did to
visualize our final concept. Here we refined
our products to make them feel more like a
family of products. We first started by
changing the design of the main pot. The
concern was with spillage when watering, so
we included an extended lip that would be
able to collect water and channel it into the
soil. This would prevent spillage especially
when the plants grew larger and leaves could
interfere. Another aspect we worked on
was incorporating a well sized grinder. We
designed this grinder to have a transparent
container so users would be able to see the
dried herbs inside. We left the design to be
very similar to a traditional grinder that has
to be turned to be used.

were familiar with the design
process. They gave us very
valuable feedback that was
very easy to incorporate
into our current designs.
We brought people to our
work station and made them
pretent to use the model as if
they were actually tending to
their own plants. The result
was in depth feedback.

We made sure the grinder maintained its
traditional mechanism because we wanted
people to have that hands on turning experience.
An automatic mechanism would hide the
actually crushing that is happening. We then
moved on to work on a maintenance device.
We liked to call it the smart helper, because
it would be something that could give users
that little nudge of help when necessary. The
product was designed to have a tray on top for
easy herb drying and a lighting system to alert
users about misting, lighting or errors.
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With the uprise of people living in urban
environments, finding time and space to take
care of an indoor garden has become
increasingly difficult. Our goal is to design a
new indoor herb gardening system that offers
fresh and dried herbs on demand with zero
hassle, while retaining and celebrating the
traditional horticulture methods. There are
certainly current smart herb growing systems
on the market such as click and grow and
aerogarden, but the issue with these products
is they only allow for fresh herbs and also have
a very sterile white plastic and emotionally
disconnected look to them. We hope to
promote mental well-being by bringing back
that emotional connection with gardening.

5. Urthy
5 Product Line
Our product line includes
five basic products – a
customizable frame for a user
to build based on their
kitchen requirements, a smart
pot for fresh and dry herb
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storage, a grinder to grind
dried herbs, a smart helper to
guide users on watering and
light upkeep, and a storage
piece for the grinder and other
items. Design a new indoor
herb gardening system that
offers fresh and dried herbs on
demand with zero hassle while
retaining and celebrating
traditional horticulture.
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Frame

What We Offer
Our product line includes 5 basic products – a
customizable frame for a user to build based on their
kitchen requirements, a smart pot for fresh and dry
herb storage, a grinder to grind dried herbs, a smart
helper to guide users on watering and light upkeep,
and a storage piece for the grinder and other items.

Smart Pot

Grinder

Smart Helper

Storage
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This is our basic Urthy Garden assembled
using our five products from our product
line. All five products are offered seperately
so the user can customize the layout based on
what their kitchen allows. This also mena that
people can choose how many herbs they wish
to grow. Amateur users could start with one
while experienced users could start with five.
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Storage
The next product is the storage piece that
connects to the side of the frame to store the
grinder, but also other items to allow our
product to fit more seamlessly into the
kitchen and participate in all the hustle and
bustle. The storage piece is very simply made
of wood and does not have any technical
elements included in it. Its main pupose is to

The Frame
The first product in our line is the frame. We’ve
designed the frame so that it can allow our users to
design and construct their own configurations for
the herb garden. The frame internals are conductive
and by placing the product on the frame connects
it to the circuit – powering and charging the smart
pot and smart helper. This works very much like
Mainline power tracks. Mainline power tracks
channel electricity through an entire panel, and
things can be connected anywhere on the panel
and the flowing electricity can power devices from
anywhere on the strip.
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act as a storage container for the grinder on
one side, and a container for kitchen utensils
and other items on the other side. As shown
in the images below, the stoage container is
fairly narrow with a deep bottom, so as to
be able to store items with no worry of them
accidentally falling out. The storage container
fits onto the frame exactly like the other
components of the Urthy system. Instead of
a horizontal dome shape however, the curve
is arranged vertically so the piece fits on the
siead on the frame rather then on the bottom
or top planter bars.

The frame was the one
element in our product
line that had a truly playful
component. We wanted our
users to be taken back to
their childhood and feel that
childish joy of putting something
together. We could not help
but think about the pure
joy that children feel when
they put something together
themselves. We also wanted
to extend this feeling to our
product packaging.
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Smart Pot
The second product in our line is the Smart Pot.
Besides being a beautiful stand alone object
for the home, the main feature of the pot is
its ability to detect and monitor soil moisture
and temperature for users to better take care of
their herbs. It flashes between blue and yellow
to alert the user about watering and light issues.
In addition to that, the pot is also bluetooth
enabled and sends the same data to the Urthy
App for better accessibility and monitoring
on the go. The pot is constructed with four
different components, the top part for growing
herbs and drainage system underneath that also
functions as a hydroponic base. The bottom half
of the pot is a dry herb dispenser that releases
dry herbs at a push of a button. The dispenser
can also be easily detached from the pot and

The smart pot was also included in the final
model we built to allow users to interact with
our concept. This was also the model we used
for out product pitch video. We designed the
smart pot and other elements with our urthy
logo in mind. When thinking about the image
of our company, we wanted to convey a sense of
modernity but still retain elements of tradition.
We also wanted to somehow incorporate the
formal language of our product into the logo.
We also kept our packaging in mind when
designing the smart pot and other elements,
Using only cardboard and e-flute as the main
structural material, how might we design a
package structure that embraces the curves and
organic forms of our product?

attached to the grinder. This pot contains herbs
and is designed for perfect home herb growing.
The Urthy Garden is designed for the user to
purchase more than one pot and grow
difference herbs with different requirements.
The lighting feature is meant to give the user
that push of maintenance help without taking
over the entire process. Different plant have
different water and light needs, so each pot
would be programmed to cater to the needs of
that individual herb.

Indoor gardening reimagined- presenting to
you a new indoor gardening system that offers
fresh and dry herbs on demand with zero hassle,
while celebrating the traditional horticulture
methods. A quick look at manufacturing
details. We intend to use a combination of
wood, ecoplastic and polycarbonate. We had
to take price range, weight of the product, and
circuitry into account. We also had to play close
attention to the fact that we would have water
near an electric source. In the case of the smart
pot, we decided to move away from using glass
for the transparent section because it would
add weight. We also chose not to use ceramic
for weight purposes and durability.
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We had a dilemma about
whether we wanted to include
the smart helper in our
product line. This was primarily
because our aim was to stay
away from the sterile, self
sustaining planters that are
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Smart Helper

Grinder

The smart helper is an optional available
product for users that need a little more upkeep
guidance. It comes with a watering feature,
misting feature and a plant light. The red light
represents a need to refill the helper once it
runs out of water, the blue light indicates a
misting or watering action taking place, and
the yellow light means that the plant light is on.
The smart helper receives data from the smart
pot and regulates this process based on herb
type. The smart helpers fit seamlessly together
and the top of the smart helper is used for flat
herb drying. Multiple helpers side by side form
a longer drying tray.

The grinder is held together by magnets that
allows the user to turn the product and
manually feel the herbs grinding at their
fingertips. The crushed dry herbs are then
stored in the transparent section of the smart
pot and can be dispensed as shown earlier.
The grinder can be manufactured either
through 3D printed plastic or coated metal.
Either way, the detail within the dome
crushes any dry leaves that are placed inside.
We wanted the grinder to be able to fit onto
the pot to increase interactivity, so the
grinder is actually available only as the top
dome element. This makes it easier to store
and to clean. The grinder details were
modelled to look like traditional canabis
grinders for a hands on experience.

already being sold on the
market. We wanted our
product to encourage users
to interact with their herbs.
However, we realized that our
amateur herb planters would
need that extra push with
maintenance. We went back
to Percy Lee and realized that
this component was essential.

We built the dispenser at the bottom of
the pot of grinder to be able to dispense a
teaspoon of crushed herbs at a time. The
grinding mechanism works exactly like the
grinder shown in the image on the left. The
blade like protrusions crush the herbs and
the small pieces fall into the holes. The dried
and crushed herbs are then stored in a bottom
container. In our case, that bottom container
became the transparent bottom of the pot.
We also created a draft angle the base so dried
herbs atomatically move to the center.
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Interface Design
Urthy Garden definitely needed an interface to
function seamlessly. This interface would connect to
the smart pot and smart helper depending on user
preference. Therefore, we built a companion app for
people to be able to monitor their herbs on the go
and keep track of plant needs.

Urthy App + Urthy.com
In addition to our physical product, we also
designed a companion app that enhances the
users experience with our product. The main
function of the app is to monitor soil moisture

and temperature and keep track of smart helper
activity. Users also have the ability to select the
type of herb their growing and the app will provide
information on optimal temperature and
moisture levels. We also designed a webstore
interface that allows users to drag and drop our
products to customize their own urthy garden!

↑

↑

Close up image of the checkout
page on the urthy website. This
page would be where users
assemble their order.

Detail images of the urthy app
and website. App displays unique
settings for each herb and
conected features.
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